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Abstract

Lithium magnesium cobalt oxide (LMCO) was synthesized with heating a reaction mixture of dehydrated magnesium cobalt hydroxide and
Li2CO3 to stabilized crystal structure of LiCoO2. The sample was characterized by XRD. All diffraction lines could be indexed by assuming
a hexagonal lattice. Rietvelt analysis indicated that magnesium were located at cobalt site in the layered structure. The voltage plateau around
4.1 V (versus Li) for LiCoO2 was not observed for LMCO. The prismatic lithium-ion batteries of lithium magnesium cobalt oxide and
graphite with�-butyrolactone (GBL) were fabricated and examined in terms of rate capability, low temperature discharge characteristics,
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igh-temperature storage, and safety inspection by so-called hot pot test of the positive electrolyte. Interesting phenomenon on thery
f the lithium magnesium cobalt oxide was reported.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Lithium cobalt oxide has been widely used as a positive
ctive material in lithium-ion batteries during the last decade.
any reports on lithium cobalt oxide have been published in

arious fields such as solid-state chemistry and electrochem-
stry [1–7]. Tukamoto and West[3] reported the conductivity
f LiCoO2 doped some kinds of element and they concluded

hat the conduction in LiCoO2 was p-type and accepter dop-
ng with Mg enhanced the conductivity. Crystal structure dur-
ng the electrochemical charge and discharge changes from
exagonal to monoclinic phase near Li0.45CoO2. Ohzuku and
eda showed that the electrochemical reaction of LixCoO2
onsists of one single-phase reaction (1/4 <x< 3/4) and two
wo-phase reactions (0 <x< 1/4 and 3/4 <x< 1)[4]. However,
agnesium-doped LiCoO2 proceeds a toptotactic reaction

n one hexagonal phase[3,5]. The thermal behaviors of the
aterials have to be fully evaluated before the application

o the lithium-ion batteries. We have investigated Mg-doped
iCoO2 materials from the viewpoints of both safety and

electrochemical characters. In this paper, we report the
performance of prismatic lithium-ion battery consisting
lithium magnesium cobalt oxide and graphite with GB
based electrolyte, and we discuss safety issue for lithium
batteries.

2. Experimental

Magnesium-doped LiCoO2 was prepared by heating t
reaction mixture of Li2CO3 and Mg-doped Co3O4 that was
prepared by a co-precipitation method. The prepared
ples were characterized by XRD (X’Pert, Phillips), B
surface area, tap density, and distribution of particle
Morphology of particles was observed by SEM (S-4
Hitachi Co. Ltd., Japan). In order to collect electrochem
data, 2016 coin-hardware was used. Positive electrod
prismatic cell were prepared by blending LMCO, acety
black, and polyvinyliden fluoride (PVdF) in weight ratio
100:2:2, respectively, dispersed inN-methyl-2-pyrorridone
(NMP), coating on both side of an aluminum foil with
∗ Corresponding author. coater, and pressing to obtain an even thickness of desired
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value. The electrodes were heated at about 100◦C to remove
NMP. The negative electrodes were prepared from graphite
and acrylic rubber binder dispersed in water with CMC. After
coating the mix on both sides of copper foil with a coater and
heated at about 110◦C to remove water, the electrodes were
pressed. The positive and negative electrodes were dried at
85◦C for 3 h under vacuum before use. Separator used was
polyethylene micro porous membrane. To fabricate the pris-
matic lithium-ion batteries (850 mAh; 34 mm width, 50 mm
height, and 5.2 mm thickness), the positive and negative elec-
trodes were wound with separator to make an element, and
then sealed in prismatic aluminum housing case. Hot pot tests
were carried out with heating charged-positive electrode in
nickel-plated steel can at heating rate of 5◦C min−1. Other
sets of experimental conditions are given in Section3.

3. Results and discussion

LMCO (Mg/(Co + Mg) = 0.07) was characterized by
XRD, BET surface area, and tap density. Crystal structure
was identified as a layered structure havinga= 2.825Å and
c= 14.097Å (XRD density of 4.88 g cm−3) in a hexago-
nal setting. Surface area and tap density are, respectively,
0.52 m2 g−1 and 2.50 g cm−3. Fig. 1 shows the results of
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Fig. 1. Results on Rietvelt analysis by assuming a space group symmetry of
R3m (a= 2.825Å andc= 14.097Å in hexagonal setting). Magnesium ions
are located at cobalt sites, not lithium sites.

4.2 V followed by constant voltage until the current reduced
to 1/20CmA. As seen inFig. 4, 96 or 82% of nominal capacity
is respectively delivered at 1 or 2C rate. Rate capability is
acceptable. Even 2C rate, i.e., 1.7 A continuous discharge,
this cell can deliver electricity for 30 min. The temperature
on the cell surface increases about 10◦C when a battery is
discharged at 2C rate.

Fig. 5 shows the preliminary cycle tests on prismatic
lithium-ion battery of LMCO with graphite, operated in volt-
age of 3.1–4.2 V at 23◦C together with capacity examined at
0.2C rate every 100 cycles. For cycle tests, the lithium-ion
batteries were charged at 1CmA until voltage reached 4.2 V
at which constant-voltage charging was applied until current
reduced to 1/10CmA. Ten minutes of relaxation were used
after charging and discharging. As seen inFig. 5, the battery
delivers 600 mAh at 1C rate or 700 mAh at 0.2C rate even
after 500 cycles. Serious increase in polarization by cycling
cannot be seen inFig. 5for lithium-ion battery of LMCO and
graphite with GBL-based electrolyte.

Fig. 6 shows the dependence of temperature upon dis-
charge capacity when the cells were examined at 1C rate. As
can be seen in this figure, the cell can be operated even at
−20◦C. Discharged capacity observed at a rate of 1C rate

of lithi
ietvelt analysis. As seen inFig. 1, magnesium ions a
ocated at cobalt sites. Morphology of particles observe
EM is shown inFig. 2. The particles were well crystallize
nd nonporous body with smooth crystal surface can be
verage diameter of secondary particles was about 6�m. In
rder to design lithium-ion batteries with graphite, we n

o know reversible capacity, so that LMCO was prelimin
xamined in 2016 coin cells with lithium negative electr
nder the same conditions as for the lithium-ion batte
xcept cell hardware and negative electrode.Fig. 3 shows
he charge and discharge curves of Li/LiMgxCo1−xO2 cells
perated in voltage of 3.0–4.2 V at constant current of 1C
t 20◦C. The reversible capacity observed was 139 mAh−1.
rom these data, we have designed prismatic lithium-ion

eries of LMCO and graphite.
Fig. 4shows the rate capability for thus designed prism

ithium-ion batteries with GBL-based electrolyte. For r
apability tests, the cell was charged at 820 mA (1Crate) up to

Fig. 2. SEM photographs
 um magnesium cobalt oxide.
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Fig. 3. Charge and discharge curves of (a) Li/LMCO and (b) Li/LiCoO2

cells operated in voltage of 3.0–4.2 V at 1/5C rate at 20◦C.

Fig. 4. Rate capability tests on the prismatic lithium-ion battery of LMCO
with graphite negative electrode. Nominal capacity is 850 mAh. The cell was
discharged at (a) 2C, (b) 1C and (c) 0.2C rate at 23◦C.

Fig. 5. Cycle tests on the prismatic lithium-ion battery of LMCO with
graphite negative electrode. The battery was cycled in voltages of 3.1–4.2 V
at 1C rate at 23◦C.

Fig. 6. Effect of temperature on the discharge capacity of the lithium-ion
battery of LMCO with graphite. The cell was discharged at 1C rate at (a)
23◦, (b) 0◦, (c) −10◦, and (d)−20◦C. The temperature on the cell surface
is also shown.

at 0,−10, or−20◦C was, respectively, 84, 63, or 33% with
respect to that examined at 23◦C.

Fig. 7shows the results of high-temperature storage tests.
The fully charged cells were stored at 100◦C for 5 h. About
95% of capacity was observed even after 5 h-storage at
100◦C.

For safety inspection, we have conducted so-called hot pot
tests of charged-positive electrodes.Fig. 8shows the results
on hot pot tests for positive electrodes in various charged
states. There is no signal due to heat generation until temper-
ature reaches about 180◦C for all samples. As is clearly seen
in Fig. 8, thermal stability increases with increasing charge
capacity, and the heat generation becomes milder with higher
charging voltage.

From these results, LMCO is superior to LiCoO2 as a
positive electrode for high safety advanced lithium-ion bat-
teries. We have already reported the thermal behaviors of
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ig. 7. Charge and discharge curves of the prismatic lithium-ion batte
MCO and graphite. The broken-in batteries were stored in fully cha
tate at 100◦C for 5 h. Charge and discharge curves before and after st
ere compared.
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Fig. 8. Results on hot pot tests for LMCO-positive electrodes in various
charged states prepared at (1) 4.25 V, (2) 4.4 V, (3) 4.6 V or (4) 4.8 V of
charge-end voltage.

LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2 [8,9]. According to high-temperature
XRD examinations[9] on the charged LiCo1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2
([ ]0.67Li0.33Co1/3Ni1/3Mn1/3O2) prepared at 4.45 V in
lithium-ion batteries, we observed phase change from a lay-
ered to spinel-framework structure by heating, which seemed
to be a key to reduce active oxygen reacting with organic and
then to reduce heat generation. In the same manner, observa-
tions by hot pot tests with EGA/MS, ARC, high-temperature

XRD, and DSC will give more insights into the mechanism
of less heat generation of LMCO than that of LiCoO2 which
will be discussed in future paper in due course.
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